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With a sparkling new look, these bestselling DK classics are sure to become favorites for a whole

new generation of young readers. Babies and toddlers will be drawn to the captivating, tactile

pages, and will want to touch, feel and explore every spread. A tiny orange kitten introduces young

readers to the intriguing elements of home in this Touch and Feel book, from a rough towel and a

soft curtain to a fluffy teddy bear.
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Many of the books in this series are better than this one. The selection of items and pictures is odd,

and the mirror on the last page distorts baby's face like something out of a funhouse. Skip this one

in the series.

This series is great! This was the only thing to get my highly Kinetic child to sit still and read. The

things to feel here are things that are in their own environment, and there is a wonderful 3-D

component to it too. Personally I think these are heads and shoulders above the "pat the bunny"

books, and so does my child.

I'm sorry but I didn't realize I was buying a used book. This book was almost falling apart, and it's

not good to give a well-used touch and feel baby book to another baby. (GERMS!) It took forever to



get this book, so it missed the baby shower it was intended for. Luckily I went to a bookstore and

bought another choice. "HOME" is my baby granddaughter's favorite, but buy it NEW if you can.

Even when she was a teeny baby this book made her smile.... still does and she is 9 months old.

But this used book was extremely disappointing and I ended up throwing it in the trash. :(

I BOUGHT THIS BOOK FOR MY BABY COUSIN. SHE READ THIS FOR THE FIRST TIME AT

AGE 2. SHE ENJOYED TOUGHING THE PICTURES AND LISTENING TO ME READ TO HER. I

BELIEVE THAT THIS BOOKED HELPED HER WITH HER READING.

The photos and fur on all of the animals are really cute. The book is very sturdy and made for little

hands. I though my little girl would be more impressed with this book but she still prefers her Maisy

and Caillou board books much better.

Good book with nice patterns to feel. I wish there were more areas that were touch and feel though.

But is a good book and durable for about a 18 month old (although I read with my 3 year old too

who was intrigued by all the different feels) and would recommend.

Compared to other books in the series, this book is my daughter's least favorite. The items in the

house are boring, at least for an infant (OK, even for an adult). Would you rather see a baby rabbit

or a hanging towel? And who still hangs their clothes out to dry? Many of the textures are almost the

same (the fur of the bear and the fur of the cat, the towel and the curtain). I think the cat picture is

actually repeated in another book. Check out Touch and Feel Bathtime, Farm, and Pets instead.

Okay, we have *almost* all of the "Touch and Feel" books and this is one of the favorites!! All 3 of

my babies *LOVE* the teddy bear and love the lift the 'soft cotton curtain', etc. Loads of fun! Only

downfall is these books just are long enough!!
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